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Property in Noida has seen a huge growth in real estate sector in recent years. Various
organizations are investing huge sums of money in the projects worth crores. Amr infrastructure
kessel i valley and The Merlin are two of such big projects that will change the complete scenario of
real estate sector in the city in upcoming future. AMR group is the top runners in development area
of real estate sector and the organization has recently launched a new project titled as amr
infrastructure kessel i valley.

AMR group is one of the reputed organizations in real estate sector of Noida. They do not
compromise on quality and delivers quality work with time constraints. Their latest project of kessel i
valley has already created a lot of buzz due to its excellent infrastructure and world class facilities.

AMR infrastructure kessel i valley is works with a vision of WORK-LIVE-SHOP & ENJOY. Covering
a huge area of 25 acres, the built up area of this big project comprises of 20, 00,000 square feet. It
includes all luxury and comfort specifications that meet with international standards. The project
comprises of a grand hyper mall, known as I mall. It created a top level of beauty and infrastructure
that has never been witnessed by the people in the past.

The IT infrastructure available in this project is a perfect setup for IT and BPO organizations.
Various Big companies already took office space here. One of the reasons for this advanced
booking is that Greater Noida is considered as the perfect setup area for tech savvy companies.

The Merlin in Vasundhra comprises of luxurious 2BHK/3BHK apartments of varied sizes. The
project is situated at a beautiful location of Sector 13 that provides great access to various areas of
Delhi/NCR region. In this township, there are various amenities like schools, health care centers,
ATMs, banks etc. There is also availability of separate parks for children and adults within the
complex. For security concerns, the complex has been provided round the clock security and fire
fighting systems.

There is a 24/7 electricity and water supply available to the residents. There is sufficient space for
car parking and the township is facilitated with a party hall to organize various events. The living
rooms, kitchen and bedroom have been provided vitrified tile flooring. The walls and ceilings have
been painted with OBD that increases the overall look of these apartments to another level. There is
a granite work in the kitchen with a stainless sink. The Merlin boasts of excellent location
advantages due to its location in Sector 13.

It is now clearly visible that both these projects world class facilitates to its residents. Buying a
property here is therefore a matter of profit only. 
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Vishnu Swaroop is real estate consultant who experts in all the hot projects in Noida and he has
deep interest in writing articles. he also given his views to a AMR Infrastructure Kessel I Valley.The
price of a The Merlin Vasundhra and a Unitech Unihomes 3 is very affordable.
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